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Abstract  Lifetime enhancement has been the major constraint of developing wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs). Most of previous related works separately considered dynamics and heterogeneity of WSNs, and 

did not consider energy-harvesting (EH) sensors, which can absorb natural power (e.g., solar and wind 

power) to extend lifetime of sensor devices. Therefore, this work investigates the problem of extending the 

lifetime of dynamic heterogeneous WSNs with EH sensors to enhancing the total WSN lifetime. This 

problem can be characterized as finding the maximal number of covers each of which is a part of all 

sensors so that all targets can be monitored by these sensors. Since the case for static WSNs has been 

shown to be NP-complete, the concerned problem is also NP-complete. Hence, this work first models this 

problem mathematically, and then proposes a novel harmony search algorithm with multiple populations 

and local search (HSAML) for this problem with dynamics, heterogeneity, and EH sensors. By simulation, 

the network lifetime, stability, and executing time of the proposed algorithm are analyzed. From 
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experimental results, the proposed HSAML performs better than the conventional algorithm in terms of 

average network lifetime for larger-scale problems (i.e., when the number of common and EH sensors is 

small). In addition, the results confirm that adding EH sensors really helps extend the total WSN lifetime. 

 

Keywords  Heterogeneous wireless sensor network, energy-harvesting sensor, harmony search 

algorithm, dynamic optimization 

1. Introduction 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number of sensors, in which the sensing function of 

sensor devices is used to detect targets and environments, e.g., weather temperature, and human heartbeat 

pulse; the transmitting function of sensors is used in wireless communications among sensors, so that the 

collected messages are transmitted to base stations or monitoring centers, which can analyze the current 

condition and further provide responses. With WSNs, human daily life is promoted to a more convenient 

level. WSN has advantage of small size and low price, and has lots of wide applications, including 

environmental monitoring [1], [2], and healthcare monitoring [3], [4]. 

However, WSN still has some drawbacks required to be improved. Since most WSN applications are 

deployed in mountains or wilderness, it would not be convenient to replace batteries to extend lifetime of 

sensors. Hence, it has been challenging to extend lifetime of WSNs under limited device power. From the 

related literature [5], [6], some works divided all sensors into multiple groups (each of which is called a 

cover) so that each cover includes a minimal number of sensors to monitor all targets. Then, consider one 

of those covers. Sensors in this cover are switched on to monitor all targets until some target cannot be 

monitored, while the other sensors are switched off or use out their own power. Then, repeat the same 

procedure until all covers have been considered. Hence, lifetime of this WSN may be extended if more 

covers can be found.  

On the previous approaches, the work in [7] has shown the problem of finding the maximal number of 

covers to be reduced to the set k-cover problem, which is NP-complete [8], and hence, the work in [7] 

proposed a polynomial-time heuristic algorithm to resolve the problem. However, the probability of find 

optimal solutions using their proposed algorithm is low, and it is not guaranteed to find optimal solutions. 

Hence, the work in [9] proposed a genetic algorithm (GA) for the problem, in which dynamic WSNs are 
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additionally considered. 

On the previous problem settings, most previous works focused on the frameworks of homogeneous 

and static WSNs [7], [10], [11]. In homogeneous WSNs, all sensors are of equal sensing range and 

transmission range. However, with advance in technologies, practical WSNs are heterogeneous, e.g., the 

work in [12] showed that adjustment of sensing range and transmission range of sensors can effectively 

extend the WSN lifetime. On the other hand, static WSNs is not practical. The work in [9] considered a 

dynamic WSN framework in which each sensor may change its own state to active or asleep due to some 

emergency or power saving, e.g., early damage of this sensor due to violent environmental change, and 

going asleep for saving power. The work in [13], [14] proposed a sleep scheduling scheme to control states 

of sensors dynamically, to extend the total WSN lifetime. 

Most of previous works focused on effectively making use of remaining power of sensors to extend the 

WSN lifetime. Recent works have tended to investigate how to increase the remaining power of sensors. 

One of those novel techniques is energy-harvesting (EH) sensors, which can transform the natural power in 

environments (e.g., solar power and wind power) into electricity power stored in sensor batteries for future 

use. As long as the environment has no much violent change (e.g., torrential rains), an infinite WSN 

lifetime could be achieved [15]. However, it is impossible to replace all sensors by EH sensors using the 

current technology [16]. Hence, the most appropriate approach is to apply a hybrid WSN framework 

consisting of common sensors and EH sensors. By doing so, the installation cost can be reduced; and the 

total WSN lifetime can be extended.  

In light of the above, to meet real situations, this work considers the lifetime extension problem in the 

WSN framework with dynamics, heterogeneity, and EH sensors. Dynamics means that each common or 

EH sensor has four states: active, asleep, malfunctioned, and dead; and heterogeneity means that the WSN 

framework considers the mixed optimization of common and EH sensors, in which the coverage of each 

sensor is different. Since the lifetime extension problem for static WSNs has been shown to be NP-

complete, there is no deterministically polynomial-time algorithm for the problem. Hence, it is suitable to 

apply metaheuristic algorithms to resolve this problem. However, there is no metaheuristic algorithm that 

dominates all metaheuristic algorithms [17]. Hence, it is of interest to investigate an improved 

metaheuristic algorithm for the concerned problem. Since the harmony search algorithm (HSA) has been 
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shown to perform better than conventional metaheuristic algorithms, and the multi-population metaheuristic 

algorithm is a popular approach for dynamic problems, this work proposes a harmony search algorithm 

with multiple populations and local search (HSAML) for the problem. 

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 

 Considering dynamic heterogeneous WSNs to meet more practice: This work considers a dynamic 

heterogeneous WSN with EH sensors, in which each common or EH sensor has four states: active, 

asleep, malfunctioned, and dead. The advantages of the heterogeneity include saving costs and 

extending the WSN lifetime. Note that there have been a lot of previous works that regards the 

extension of conventional networks with EH sensors as a main contribution, e.g., [5], [6], [16]. 

 Proposing an approach suitable for the concerned problem: This work extends the approach proposed 

in [18] with multiple populations and local search to solve the concerned problem, in which the 

solution representation includes encoding EH sensors. 

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 gives literature review. Section 3 gives the 

system framework. Section 4 proposes the proposed HSAML, and explains its difference from previous 

algorithms. Section 5 gives experimental results and some discussions. Section 6 concludes this work. 

 

2. Literature review 

The lifetime extension problem of static WSNs can be reduced to the set k-cover problem [7], which is 

NP-complete. Hence, the concerned dynamic problem is NP-complete. Most of previous related works 

considered that if more covers that satisfy the required conditions can be found, then each cover of sensors 

are active in turn while other covers of sensors fall asleep, so that the total WSN lifetime can be extended. 

Such a type of problems is called the sleep scheduling problem for WSNs, and has been discussed widely. 

However, the problem is NP-complete, and hence, designing metaheuristic algorithms for the problem 

received much attention. The work [10] proposed a metaheuristic algorithm for the problem, but it took 

much computing time. The work in [9], [11] further applied a genetic algorithm (GA) for the problem, and 

showed that GA performs better in the same benchmark problems. The problem in [19] applied a multi-

population HSA for dynamic underwater acoustic sensor networks. 

Another main feature of this work is to include EH sensors. The power sources of EH sensors include 
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solar power [20], wind power and hydroelectric power [21]. Those natural powers can help increase the 

remaining battery power of sensor devices. As long as the environment does not have violent change, EH 

sensors can achieve almost infinite lifetime [15], [16], and further extend the whole WSN lifetime. For 

example, the work in [22] proposed a power management algorithm to effectively control the power 

consumption problem in EH sensor networks. The work in [23] considered the problem of harvesting-based 

wireless sensor devices with battery degradation, created a Markov chain model for the problem, and 

applied a linear programming method to solve this problem. The work in [16] applied a clustering 

algorithm to resolve the lifetime extension problem for WSNs with EH sensors. 

 

3. System Framework 

This work investigates a dynamic heterogeneous WSN with EH sensors. Through appropriately 

controlling the states of common and EH sensors, the lifetime of the WSN can be extended. Consider a 

dynamic and heterogeneous WSN with EH sensors consisting of n common sensors s1, …, sn and m EH 

sensors e1, …, em to monitor p targets π1, …, πp. Note that the so-called “common” sensors mean those 

without EH sensors. The communications are centralized by a base station (BS), which can collect 

messages from all sensors. An instance when n = 4, m = 2, and p = 4 is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Consider a 

time axis with multiple key times, at each of which the environment to be monitored by a WSN is changed, 

e.g., change exists between Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). Suppose that positions of all sensors are fixed over the 

whole time horizon. The work in [24] showed that when 2i i
C SR R≥  (where i

CR  and i
SR  are the transmission 

range and the sensing range of the i-th sensor, respectively), sensor si can not only detect (monitor) targets, 

but also transmit messages to the BS. Hence, this work supposes that 2i i
C SR R≥ . 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of a dynamic heterogeneous WSN with EH sensors. 
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Dynamics of the concerned WSN is explained as follows. Each common or EH sensor has four states: 

active, asleep, malfunctioned, and dead. A sensor can monitor targets only when the sensor is active. A 

sensor that is not active would go asleep to avoid power consumption. Suppose that only an active sensor 

consumes its battery power; while an asleep sensor consumes very little power, which can be neglected. 

Hence, when an active sensor consumes all its own battery power after a period of time, or the power 

collected by an EH sensor is not enough to compensate its power consumption, the sensor cannot be used to 

monitor targets, and hence is dead. Additionally, a sensor may be malfunctioned temporarily due to some 

unpredictable reasons, but could be recovered via repairing of the sensor processor and is able to be set to 

be active or asleep again. Note that an active or asleep sensor is also said to survive, i.e., it can monitor 

targets now; while a malfunctioned or dead sensor is also said to fail, i.e., it cannot monitor targets now. To 

simplify the problem, it is supposed that each EH sensor is not dead, i.e., each EH sensor only has three 

states: active, asleep, and malfunctioned. 

At different times, each sensor could have different modes, so that active sensors at different times are 

different. Therefore, key times are used to resolve this problem as follows. The first key time is the initial 

time (see Fig. 2), at which information of all sensors are collected. With the information, we find a cover, 

which is a subset of all active sensors whose coverages cover all targets. Then, we apply a sleep schedule in 

which sensors in this cover are switched to be active; while others fall asleep. This sleep schedule keeps 

being applied until some target cannot be covered due to some failed sensor. Then, we enter the 2nd key 

time. Similarly, information of all sensors is updated at the 2nd key time; and the 2nd sleep schedule is 

found to be applied until some target cannot be covered. Similarly, the other key times can be defined. And, 

we decide a sleep schedule at each key time until we cannot find any cover to cover all targets. 

 

Fig. 2.  Illustration of relationship of schedules and key times. 
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In what follows, the mathematical model for the problem concerned in this work is created by 

extending the model in [9] with dynamics, heterogeneity, and EH sensors. Consider a WSN with n common 

sensors s1, s2, …, sn and m EH sensors e1, e2, …, em to monitor p targets π1, π2, …, πp. Since finding the 

maximal number of covers is supposed to imply a high possibility of extending the WSN lifetime in most 

of the previous works, the objective of the concerned problem is to find a maximal number Kτ of covers at 

the τ-th key time as follows: 

Maximize  Kτ (1) 

Before introducing constraints of the concerned problem, the notations used in the problem are listed in 

Table 1. With those notation, set of survival sensors at the τ-th key time (i.e., Aτ) is computed as follows: 

Aτ = (Sτ -1 ∪ Eτ -1 ∪ Rτ) \ (Dτ∪Fτ) (2) 

Table 1. Notation used in the problem. 

Notation Content 
S Set of common sensors, S = {s1, s2, …, sn}. 
E Set of EH sensors, E = {e1, e2, …, em}. 
T Set of targets, T = {π1, π2, …, πp} 
Sτ Set of survival common sensors at the τ-th key time. 
Eτ Set of survival EH sensors at the τ-th key time. 
Aτ Set of all survival sensors at the τ-th key time. 
Fτ Set of malfunctioned sensors at the τ-th key time. 
Dτ Set of dead sensors at the τ-th key time. 
Rτ Set of recovered sensors at the τ-th key time. 
Pf Probability that a sensor is malfunctioned. 
Pr Probability that a sensor is recovered. 
Cτ Set of covers at the τ-th key time, 1 2{ , , , }KC C C C

τ

τ τ τ
τ =  . 

 

Aτ is the set of all survival sensors at the τ-th key time, which is the union of the set of survival common 

sensors at the (τ – 1)-th key time (Sτ -1), the set of survival EH sensors at the (τ – 1)-th key time (Eτ -1), and 

the set of recovered sensors at the τ-th key time (Rτ) excluding the set of dead sensors at the τ-th key time 

(Dτ) and the set of malfunctioned sensors at the τ-th key time (Fτ). 

Define Cτ as a subset of Aτ whose sensing coverages cover all targets in T as follows: 
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j C Aτ τπ ∈ ⊆ , ∀ πj ∈ T  (3) 

Then, the above definition implies the following three constraints of the concerned problem at the τ-th 

key time: 

1 2, ,..., KC C C A
τ

τ τ τ
τ⊆  (4) 

i jC Cτ τ = ∅ , ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, …, Kτ}, i ≠ j (5) 

,j i jC Tτπ π∈ ∀ ∈ , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, …, Kτ} (6) 

Constraints (4) and (5) enforce that each pair of covers are two disjoint subsets of Aτ; or, one or both are 

empty. Constraints (6) enforces that all targets are covered by each cover. The maximal number Kτ of 

covers at the τ-th key time can be obtained under Constraints (4) – (6). 

Take Fig. 1(a) as an example. Set of EH sensors is { }1 2,E e e= , which are never dead in our problem 

setting. At the τ-th key time, set of survival sensors is { }1 2 3, ,S s s sτ = . Hence, set of survival sensors is 

{ }1 2 3 1 2, , , ,A S E s s s e eτ τ= ∪ = ; set of malfunctioned sensors { }4F sτ = . Under this configuration, we can 

find a cover { }1 1 1 3, ,C e s sτ =  that monitor all targets. At the (τ + 1)-th key time (see Fig. 1(b)), consider that 

common sensor s1 is dead (i.e., { }1D sτ = ); and common sensor s4 is recovered (i.e., { }1 4R sτ + = ). Set of 

survival sensors at the (τ + 1)-th key time is { }1 1 2 3 4 1 2, , , ,A S E s s s e eτ τ+ += ∪ = . Under this configuration, 

we can find a cover { }1
1 2 4 2, ,C s s eτ + = . Note that Fig. 1 is a small-scale WSN, so only one cover is found. 

In other instances, more covers may be found. 

After finding all covers 1 2, ,..., KC C C
τ

τ τ τ  at the τ-th key time, a random cover of them is selected. Then, 

the WSN applies the schedule at the τ-th key time in which sensors in the selected cover are active, while 

other sensors go asleep. Once when some target cannot be monitored by the selected cover due to some 

failed sensor, the WSN enters the next (τ+1)-th key time, finds the maximal number of covers at the (τ+1)-

th key time, and uses one of those covers to decide the sleep schedule at the (τ+1)-th key time. Repeat the 
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above procedure until no cover can be found. 

Compared to our approach that randomly selects a cover of sensors to be active, the optimal cover of 

sensors selected to be active could be found to extend the total WSN lifetime in the long run. However, it is 

hard and time-consuming to find the optimal cover of sensors because it involves the cover selection and 

the states of all sensors in many later key times. Therefore, it would be of interest to investigate how to find 

the optimal cover in the future. 

Note that, inheriting from the NP-completeness of finding the maximal number of covers, the 

concerned problem is also NP-complete. To resolve the concerned problem, this work proposes a 

metaheuristic algorithm in the rest of this work. 

 

4. The Proposed Harmony Search Algorithm with Multiple Populations and Local Search 

Harmony search algorithm (HSA) [25] is a metaheuristic algorithm by simulating that a number of 

musicians cooperatively play a harmony impromptu. First, HSA includes a solution encoding scheme, in 

which each candidate solution (called harmony) for the concerned problem is encoded as a string of 

decision variables (called notes) for the problem. And, HSA defines a fitness function to evaluate 

performance of a harmony, which is related to the objective function of the concerned problem. Then, HSA 

has a repetitive loop to improve a harmony memory (HM) matrix that stores a number of harmonies, which 

keeps hms best harmonies found so far. Each iteration of this loop improves the HM matrix with a 

probability HMCR to select a historical note from HM matrix, and a probability PAR to adjust a note within 

a range [-bw, bw]. The loop ends until the maximal number of iteration (NI) is achieved. 

In general, the most popular metaheuristic algorithm is genetic algorithm (GA). The work in [11] 

showed that for the set k-cover problems, HSA performs better than GA. Additionally, the work in [25] 

showed that HSA generally performs better than GA in lots of benchmark datasets. Hence, this work 

proposes an improved version of HSA for the concerned problem. As the multi-population version of HSA 

is a general solution for dynamic problems, this work improves our previous algorithm in [19] to propose a 

novel HSA with multiple populations and local search (HSAML). Note that the difference of the proposed 

HSAML from [19] is to include a novel local search scheme. 

The HSAML for the τ-th key time is given in Algorithm 1, and the main steps of the HSAML are listed 
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as follows: 

Step 1.  Initialization: Since survival sensors may be different at different key times, the first step of 

HSAML is to update information of survival sensors at the τ-th key time.  Then, according to the 

information, generate and evaluate hms random harmonies, which are stored in the HM matrix. 

Additionally, the iteration number η is initialized to 1. 

Step 2.  Multiple populations: HSAML considers multiple populations, i.e., it divides the whole population 

(HM matrix) into δ sub-populations of equal sizes (denoted by sub-HM1, sub-HM2, …, sub-HMδ). 

Step 3.  Adjustment of each sub-HMi: Consider each sub-HMi. Execute the following two solution 

operators: 

1)  Global search: Check if a random number from [0, 1] is less than HMCR. If true, we apply two 

times of tournament selection operator to select two harmonies xnew1 and xnew2 from sub-HMi. 

Then, we conduct a uniform crossover operator on xnew1 and xnew2, and replace xnew1 and xnew2 by 

the resultant two harmonies of the crossover operator. 

2)  Local search: When the above step holds (i.e., harmonies xnew1 and xnew2 are generated), this 

local search operator is executed as follows. Check if a random number from [0, 1] is less than 

PAR(η), which depends on iteration number η. If true, then we improve the worse one of xnew1 

and xnew2 by a local search operator which will be detailed later, in which parameter MT(η) is 

applied. 

Step 4.  Updating sub-HMi: Let xnew be the one of xnew1 and xnew2 with better fitness. If xnew has better fitness 

than the worst harmony in sub-HMi, xnew replaces it. 

Step 5.  Loop check: Increase the iteration number. If the maximal iteration number NI is achieved, go 

back to Step 3. 

Step 6.  Solution decoding: The best harmony among all sub-HMi’s is decoded as the final solution (i.e., 

number and content of covers). If number of covers is nonzero, then one of the covers is selected 

as the output; otherwise, “No solution” is outputted. 
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Algorithm 1 HSAML (the τ-th key time) 
1: Update set of survival sensors at the τ-th key time 
2: Initialize the parent harmony memory HM and other parameters 
3: Divide HM into sub-HM1, sub-HM2, …, sub-HMδ 
4: Initialize the current iteration number η = 1 
5: while η ≤ the maximal iteration number NI do 
6:        for each sub-HMi do 
7:              if rand(0, 1) < HMCR then 
8:                   Use two times of tournament selection to choose two harmonies xnew1 and  

                   xnew2 from sub-HMi, conduct a uniform crossover operator on xnew1 and  
                   xnew2, and replace xnew1 and xnew2 by the resultant two harmonies of the  
               crossover operator 

9:                   if rand(0, 1) < PAR(η) then 
10:                        Choose the one of xnew1 and xnew2 with worse fitness value, according  

                        MT(η) on new
ix  and 

new
jx  for local search 

11:                  else 
12:                        Let xnew be the one of xnew1 and xnew2 with better fitness value 
13:                  end if 
14:            else 
15:                 Randomly generate a feasible harmony as xnew 
16:            end if 
17:            If xnew is better than the worst harmony in sub-HMi, xnew replaces it 
18:    end for 
19:    η = η + 1 
20: end while 
21: Decode the best harmony among all sub-HMi’s as a solution of the concerned problem, i.e., number 

of covers 
22: If number of covers is nonzero, randomly choose one of the covers as the output; otherwise, output 

“No solution after the τ-th key time” 
 

4.1 Solution encoding and fitness evaluation 

On solution encoding, the set Aτ of all survival sensors (including common and EH sensors) at the τ-th 

key time is collected first. According to the information, if a target falls within the sensing coverage of a 

sensor, a link between the target and the sensor is created. By doing so, we create a bipartite graph Gτ = (Aτ, 

T, L) between sensors and targets, in which Aτ and T are the sets of nodes respectively representing survival 

sensors and targets; L is the set of links between Aτ and T. For example, Fig. 3 is the bipartite graph 

corresponding to the WSN configuration in Fig. 1(a). Hence, a solution (a cover of sensors) is a matching 

of the bipartite graph. 

Notations of the sensors in Aτ are changed as s1', s2', …, | |'As
τ

. Then, with the bipartite graph created 

above, a harmony in the proposed algorithm is encoded as a permutation of IDs of all survival sensors in Aτ, 

denoted by p1, p2, …, | |Ap
τ
, in which each pi ∈ {s1', s2', …, | |'As

τ
} and pi ≠ pj for i ≠ j. 
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Fig. 3.  The bipartite graph between survival sensors and targets corresponding to Fig. 1(a). 

On fitness evaluation (solution encoding), the algorithm of evaluating the fitness value of a harmony p1, 

p2, …, | |Ap
τ
 is detailed  as follows: 

Step 1.  Initialize parameters. Let parameter k record the number of covers; and 
τ
kC  record set of sensors 

in the k-th cover at the τ-th key time. Let k = 1 and kCτ = ∅ . 

Step 2.  For each i = 1, …, |Aτ|, let { }k k iC C pτ τ= ∪ , and if kCτ  is a cover according to bipartite graph Gτ, 

then increase k by one. 

Step 3.  If kCτ  is a cover, then output k ⋅ |T|; otherwise, Output (k – 1) ⋅ |T| + number of the targets 

monitored by sensors in kCτ . 

For example, consider the bipartite graph in Fig. 3. Fitness of the corresponding harmony is 1 + 2 + 0 + 

1 + 1 = 5, which is contributed by s1, s3, e2, s2, and e1 sequentially. The time complexity of the algorithm is 

analyzed as follows. 

Lemma 1. The fitness of a harmony can be computed in O(n + m) time. 

Proof. In the above algorithm, Steps 1 and 3 are done in O(1) time. Step 2 counts all values of iteration i, 

and hence can be done in O(|Aτ|) = O(n + m) time. 

□ 

4.2 Dynamic parameter scheme 

The classical HSA applies fixed values for parameters HMCR and PAR. The work in [18] discovered 

that the number of iterations of HSA affects the solution search ability of the algorithm, if the PAR value 

increases and the bw value decreases as iteration number increases. Hence, this work applies the design for 
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PAR parameter in [18] as follows:  

max min
min( )η η−

= + ⋅
par par

PAR par
NI

 (7) 

where parmin and parmax are the minimal and maximal values, respectively; NI is the maximal iteration 

number; and η is the current iteration number.  

This work considers a parameter MT (mutation times) in local search, in which the MT value decreases 

as iteration number increases, because the mutation change at latter stage is supposed to be smaller. The 

MT value is computed as follows: 

min
max

max

( ) | | ( )NI
mr

MT A mr
mr

η

τη
 

= ⋅ 
 

 (8) 

where mrmin and mrmax are the minimal and maximal ratios, respectively. 

4.3 Adjusting harmonies 

Different from the classical HSA designed for solutions with continuous values, the proposed HSAML 

is designed for solutions with discrete values and hence requires a further design. Hence, this section gives 

details on two operators of adjusting harmonies. 

1) Global search by tournament selection and uniform crossover 

Tournament selection is a basic operator in genetic algorithm. The work in [26], [27] showed that HSA 

with tournament selection can search better solutions. The operator is to consider two harmonies from the 

HM matrix to compete. The one of the two harmonies with better fitness is the resultant harmonies of this 

operator. By two times of tournament selection, two harmonies xnew1 and xnew2 are selected. 

Then, a uniform crossover on the two harmonies xnew1 and xnew2 is conducted. The work in [28] showed 

that uniform crossover is helpful in searching solutions. The uniform crossover used in this work is detailed 

as follows. First, randomly generate a mask, which is a binary string of length equal to the harmony length. 

Without loss of generality, consider harmony xnew1; the case for xnew2 can be done similarly. Based on the 

information of this mask from the left to the right, this operator generates a duplicate harmony xnew1' where 

the notes at positions of 0’s of the mask are copied from xnew1. The notes at positions of 1’s of the mask are 
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determined as follows. Generate a duplicate harmony xnew2' whose content is the same with xnew2. Remove 

the notes in xnew2' that have appeared in xnew1'. Copy the remaining notes in xnew2' in the same order to fill out 

the notes in xnew1' at positions of 1’s of the mask.  

The time complexity of the global search is analyzed as follows. 

Lemma 2. If the number of the harmonies concerned in the global search is denoted by ρ, then the global 

search can be computed in O(n + m) time. 

Proof. The tournament selection operation randomly selects two of the ρ harmonies in O(1) time, and 

remains the better one of the two selected harmonies in O(1) time. Hence, two harmonies xnew1 and xnew2 are 

selected in O(1) time. 

Next, the uniform crossover operation generates a random mask of length n + m in O(n + m) time. With 

the help of duplicate harmonies xnew1' and xnew2', the crossover operation can be done in O(n + m) time. 

□ 

2) Local search 

After the global search above, some cover sets decoded from a harmony may include no EH sensors. 

But, EH sensors can increase the probability of extending the lifetime of a cover. Hence, this issue can be 

addressed by the proposed local search operator. First, this local search operator selects and improves the 

worse one of the two harmonies 1newx  and 2newx  after uniform crossover. Then, this operator conducts 

MT(η) times of mutations on this harmony, i.e., swapping notes of two random positions. Since MT(η) is 

just a parameter and all operations in local search can be done in O(1) time, it is obvious to have the 

following analysis on time complexity. 

Lemma 3. The local search above can be computed in O(1) time. 

4.4 Algorithm complexity analysis 

The complexity of the proposed HSAML is analyzed as follows. 

Theorem 3. The proposed HSAML can be computed in O(NI ⋅ (hms + δ ⋅ (n + m))) time. 

Proof. By Lemma 1 that computes the fitness of each harmony in O(n + m) time, Step 1 of the proposed 

HSAML randomly initializes the HM matrix of size hms × (n + m) in O(hms ⋅ (n + m)) time. Step 2 divides 

the HM matrix into δ sub-HM matrices in O(δ) time by designing the data structure for sub-HM matrices. 
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By Lemmas 2 and 3, the global search and the local search can be done in O(n + m) and O(1) time, 

respectively. Step 3 executes δ times of the global search and the local search, and hence can be done in 

O(δ ⋅ (n + m)) time. In Step 4, the worst harmony of each sub-HM can be found in O(hms / δ) time; it is 

replaced by xnew in O(m + n) time; and δ times of these replacements can be done in O(δ (hms / δ + m + n)) 

= O(hms + δ (m + n)) time. 

Step 5 considers NI iterations of Steps 3 and 4. Hence, Step 5 can be done in O(NI ⋅ (δ ⋅ (n + m) + hms + 

δ ⋅ (m + n)) = O(NI ⋅ (hms + δ ⋅ (n + m))) time. Step 6 can be done in O(hms + (m + n)) time. 

□ 

Since NI, hms, and δ are parameters, the time complexity of the proposed HSAML corresponding to the 

input size is O(n + m) time, which is linear in terms of the input size. 

 

5. Experimental Results 

This section gives implementation of the proposed HSAML and establishes a simulation environment 

to evaluate the performance of the proposed HSAML and the conventional HSA. First, a simulation for a 

dynamic WSN framework is established. Next, the experimental setting of the algorithm and simulation are 

introduced. Next, the experimental analyses under difference scenarios are given.  

The flowchart of simulation on the HSAML is given in Fig. 4, and the main steps of the simulation are 

given as follows: 

Step 1.  Initialize the time t to 0, and let 0 be the 1-th key time. And, let τ record the serial number of the 

current key time, i.e., τ = 1. 

Step 2.  Collect information of survival sensors (Aτ). 

Step 3.  Execute the HSAML algorithm at the τ-th key time detailed in the last section. If the output is “No 

solution”, this simulation is terminated and output t as the lifetime of this WSN; otherwise (i.e., 

there is at least one cover to be found), execute the next step. 

Step 4.  Select one of the found covers. The sensors in this sensors are switched on (i.e., they consume 

power); while other sensors are switched off. 
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Step 5.  Each active sensor consumes one unit of power. And increase one unit of time, i.e., t = t + 1. 

Step 6.  Simulate dynamic change of sensor states, in which each sensor has a probability Pf to fail and a 

probability Pr to be recovered. 

Step 7.  Collect information of survival sensors (Aτ). 

Step 8.  If all targets are covered by active sensors, then go to Step 5; otherwise, let τ = τ + 1 and go to 

Step 3. 

 

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the simulation. 

5.1 Experimental setting 

Part of parameters of the concerned problem are based on the model in [9]; and additional parameters 

for EH sensors and heterogeneity are based on practice. Those parameter settings are listed in Table 2. Note 

that most of the previous works (e.g., [29], [30]) did not set an upper bound for the energy storage of EH 

Select a random cover 

Start 

Let time t = 0 and key time τ = 0 

Initialization 

HSAML(τ) 

Is any cover found? End 

Active sensors consume their 
power during one unit of time 

Base on power consumption 
and probabilities Pf and Pr to 

update the set of survival sensors 

All targets are covered?

Yes

No

τ = t 

t = t + 1 

No

Yes 
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sensors, nor does this work. In addition, with the same setting of some previous works (e.g., [31], [32]), this 

work assumes the power-harvesting rate of each EH sensor to be fixed. 

No previous works had the same problem setting with the concerned problem. For instance, some 

works on extending the WSN lifetime focused on improving network structures of WSNs. The work in [33] 

adopted the method of layering in hierarchical routing to extend the WSN lifetime. The work in [6] 

considered the number and positions of sensor nodes to optimize the transmission trajectory to extend the 

WSN lifetime. The work in [5] proposed clustering schemes to suggest simple and static clustering 

strategies for a heterogeneous WSN with good harvesting efficiency to further extend the WSN lifetime. 

The work in [31] investigated the energy-harvesting wireless body area networks (EH-WBANs), and 

proposed a harvesting-rate oriented self-adaptive algorithm for enabling lifetime operation in EH-WBANs. 

However, the problem setting and environment of these previous works on extending the lifetime and the 

design of dynamics are not matched with ours, and hence these works cannot be compared experimental 

with this work. Therefore, we only focus on comparing the experimental results between the conventional 

HSA and the proposed HSAML. 

Table 2. Parameter setting for the concerned problem. 

Parameter Value 
The deployment area size 50 ⋅ 50 

Number of common sensors 150 
Number of EH sensors 5 

Number of targets 10 
Fail probability 0.001 

Recovery probability 0.001 
Sensing coverage range of a common sensor 20, 30 

Sensing coverage range of an EH sensor 10 
Initial power of each common sensor 100 unit 

Power consumption rate of each common sensor 1 unit/unit time 
Power harvesting rate of each EH sensor 0.2 unit/unit time 

 

For performance evaluation, the proposed HSAML is compared with the classical HSA, i.e., without 

multiple populations and local search. The algorithms are implemented in C++ programming language; and 

the simulation is conducted on a PC with Intel Core i5-3470 CUP and 8GB memory. Parameter settings for 

the algorithms are listed in Table 3, in which some parameters are referred to [19], including δ, hms, 

HMCR, PARmax, PARmin; and the others are set accordingly after lots of experimental trials.  
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Table 3. Parameter setting for the algorithms. 

Parameter Notation Value 
Number of sub-HMi’s δ 8 
Size of the HM matrix hms 40 

Harmony moderation consideration rate HMCR 0.95 
Maximal PAR value PARmax 0.99 
Minimal PAR value PARmin 0.45 
Maximal MT value mrmax 0.40 
Minimal MT value mrmin 0.10 

Number of iterations NI 30000 
Size of tournament selection ts 2 

 

5.2 Experimental analysis under different scenarios 

This section analyzes experimental results under different scenarios. Recall that |S| denotes number of 

common sensors; and |E| denotes number of EH sensors. Statistics of lifetime results under different 

combinations of |S| and |E| are shown in Table 4, which records the mean and standard deviation (StdDev) 

of the lifetime results of executing 20 times of HSA and HSAML. In all cases, our proposed HSAML 

performs better than HSA, and the performance difference becomes larger as the number of sensors 

increases. In comparing the cases with different numbers of EH sensors (i.e., |E| = 0, 5, 10), more EH 

sensors have remarkable influence on lifetime extension.  

Table 4. Statistics of lifetime results using two algorithms under different numbers of sensors. 

|S| |E| 
HSA  HSAML 

mean StdDev  mean StdDev 
50  0  809.0  93.853   832.0  98.924 
45  5  819.0  89.488   823.6  93.490 
40 10 1749.2 154.849  1928.6 149.871 
150  0 2270.4 194.491  2419.2 141.955 
145  5 2551.6 121.685  2721.4 140.463 
140 10 2904.8 142.112  3101.4 114.784 
250  0 4021.2 163.062  4318.2 143.512 
245  5 4467.8 125.382  4633.4 135.581 
240 10 5105.8 148.724  5447.4 136.749 
 

To observe algorithm convergence, Figs. 5, 6, and 7 gives the plots of fitness results versus number of 

iterations using two algorithms under different numbers of common sensors, EH sensors, and targets, 

respectively. In each figure, fitness fluctuates a lot because the WSN environment is changed dynamically 

at each 200 iterations in our experimental setting. From those figures, both the two algorithms can adapt to 
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the change, because they can recover to a high fitness level after a sudden fitness drop.  

From Figs. 4 and 5, it is observed that a larger number of common sensors or EH sensors can increase 

fitness and further extend the WSN lifetime. Additionally, it is also observed that the proposed HSAML 

performs better than HSA, overall. 

Remind that each sensor has four states. The simulation simplifies practical state of each sensor with 

two probabilities, i.e., each sensor has a probability Pf to fail and a probability Pr to be recovered. Figs. 8 

and 9 gives the plots of fitness results versus number of iteration using two algorithms under different 

values of probabilities Pf and Pr, respectively. From Fig. 8, when Pf increases slightly (from 0.0005 to 001), 

the fitness performance becomes much worse. From Fig. 9, as Pr increases, the fitness performance 

increases. Overall, the proposed HSAML performs better than HSA. It is concluded that if quality of the 

hardware of sensor devices can be improved so that the fail probability becomes less, the lifetime could be 

extended.  

 

Fig. 5. Analysis on different numbers of common sensors. 

 

Fig. 6. Analysis on different numbers of EH sensors. 
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Fig. 7. Analysis on different numbers of targets.  

 

 

Fig. 8. Analysis on different fail probabilities. 

 

Fig. 9. Analysis under different recovery probabilities. 
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6. Conclusion 

With advance in energy-harvesting (EH) sensors, this work has proposed a novel lifetime extension 

problem for dynamic heterogeneous WSNs with EH sensors. This problem is equivalent with finding the 

maximal number of sensor covers each of which can cover all targets. As this problem is NP-complete, this 

work has proposed a harmony search algorithm with multiple populations and local search (HSAML) for 

this problem. Simulation verifies outperformance of the proposed HSAML over classical HSA. In the 

future, more advanced techniques could be considered in the problem setting, including extension of new 

protocols and wireless charging. Additionally, implementation of the proposed algorithm on real sensor 

devices is of practical interest. 
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